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INTRODUCTION

entoring novice teachers is an im-

portant strategy for training bilin-

gual/bicultural education teach-

ers because it has proven useful in

curtailing the number of teachers who leave the

teaching profession during the induction period

of their careers. The support a beginning teacher

gets from an experienced teacher helps her/him

kel confident and competent. Teachers pre-

pared to work with the language minority pop-

ulation, who feel confident and competent to do

so, are the most scarce among all teacher groups.

National data highlight the difficulties in filling

bilingual/bicultural education and English-as-

a-second language (ESL) teaching positions it)

all settingsurban, suburban, and rural. Yet,

language minorities, Latinos and Asian Ameri-

cans in particular. are the fastest growing st udent

population in urban schoOls.

According to the Council of the Great City

Schools (1992), the subset of the population

that possesses limited English proficiency skills

is almost three times higher in urban schools

(36.1 percent) than in the nation as a whole

(13.5 percent). Within the urban schools con-

text there is great pressure on the limited num-

ber of bil ingual/bicultural and ESL teachers to

adequately serve the large and growing numbers

of students who need their special expertise.

Additionally, the constant cloud of suspicions

about bilingual education raised by national

debates about language and ethnicity pose addi-

tional qualiry demands on these teachers. While

teacher alucation program efforts to prepare

teachers who understand and can knowledge-

ably work with language minorities are improv-

ing, they are far from meeting the need for an

increasing number of teachers. Thus, there is a

need for immediate solutions such as the men-

toring process.

In an era of change, where even more demands

are placed on teachers to collaborate, lead, make

decisions. and so or., teachers need to be sup-

ported in their work (Carnegie Forum on Edu-

cation and the Economy, 1986; The Holmes

Group, 1986; Darling-Hammond and Good-

win, 1993). Mentoring programs allow for the

placement of experienced teachers in leadership

roles where they can help policy makers, com-

munities, and administrators rethink what

schools and education should look like and assist

new teachers as they enter the profession.

Through such programs, both veteran and nov-

ice teachers play a role in the process of changi ng

schools to better prepare students for the future.

f011owing sections include a definition of

mentoring, a review of the literature on mentor-

i ng and bilingual/bicultural education, and the

identification ofsalient issues regarding mentor-

ing implementation and alternatives.l.ast. there

is a discussion of the importance of preparing

teachers who will (a) help language minority

students become partners in shaping the future,

and (b) create partnerships with non-bilingual

teachers to support this process.

MENTORINGBIRCUAL TEACHER:
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WHAT IS MENTORING?

Mentoring is usually an intense, dyadic relation-

ship in which the mentor furthers the profes-

sional and personal development of the protege

by providing inforMation, assistance, support

and guidance. Levinson et al., (1978) define a

mentor as "a teacher, sponsor, counselor, devel-

oper of skills and intellect, host, guide, and

exemplar" (Merriam, 1983, p. 162). This char-

acterization of mentor as a teacher or guide who

befriends, supports, and sponsors a protégé is

repeated frequently in the literature (Anderson

and Shannon, 1988; Daloz, 1983; Fagan and

Walter, 1982; GalvezHjornevik, 1986; Gray

and Gray, 1985; Klopf and Harrison, 1981;

Odell, 1990; Zey, 1984).

In education circles, designations such as master

teacher, peer teacher, support teacher, helping

teacher, or teacher consultant are commonly

used (Zimpher and Rieger, 1988). Levinson et

al., (1978) add to the definition of mentor a

critical and unique function: "to support and

facilitate the realization of the Dream" (p. 98),

thereby enabling the one being mentored, the

protege, to achieve his/her vision. This unique

function separates historical and authentic def-

initions of mentoring from what teachers may

spontaneously offer peers in the way of collegial

support or assistance (Huling-Austin, 1990).

.evels of intimacy and longevity of engagement

can shape mentor/mentee relationships. Thus, a

continuum of relationships from teacher/stu-

dent, master/apprentice, sponsor/token, or men-

tor/protege is possible (Hunt and Michael, 1983).

Phillips-jones (1982) has further categorized

mentors into six types: traditional mentors, sup-

portive bosses, organizational sponsors, profes-

sional mentors, patrons, and invisible godpar-

ents. NI uch depends on the tvp; ofassistance the
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mentor provides: giving information, offering

political guidance, providing challenging as-

signments, counseling, assisting with career

moves, developing trust, showcasing the pro-

tégé's accomplishments, protecting, and devel-

oping a personal friendship (Alleman, 1986,

cited in Anderson and Shannon, 1988). These

are summarized in the five types of act ivities that

Anderson and Shannon call "conjunctive" func-

tionsteaching, sponsoring, encouraging, coun-

seling, and befriending. In each case, mentors

engage in a range of clearly defined behaviors

which seem to have the same purposefurther-

ing the personal and professional welfare of the

protégé. Daloz (1983) characterizes this as a jour-

ney where the mentor provides direction, offers

support, and presents challenges to the mentee.

Much of the mentoring literature is based on an

understanding of the teaching career as develop-

mental and as a process of maturation. Dalton.

Thompson and Price (1977, cited in Hunt and

Michael, 1983), see mentoring as a four-stage

process through which careers may progress:

apprentice, colleague, mentor, sponsor. An as-

sumption is made that proteges will eventually

mature into mentors; that is, mentoring can be

characterized as part of a cyclical process.

HOW HAS MENTORING BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN

BILINGUAL EDUCATION?

The literature on mentori ng and bilingual teach-

ers is not extensive; however, evideme exists that

bilingual education teacher mentoring is occur-

ring. The Multi-district Trainer of Trainers

Institute (MTH), implemented nationwide (and

internationally) since 1980 (Calderon and Marsh,

1988), offers high quality staff development,

continued kedback and support at the school

site, and provides teachers with Tecific training



(such as peer coaching and observation) in order

to heighten their success with innovations. Al-

though the MTTI does not offer the typical

mentor-mentee dyad strategy, it does involve

teachers working as peer coaches. This model is

notable because of its succTssful adaptation to fit

bilingual education training contexts. For exam-

ple, teachers receive staff development in the

following areas:

effective teaching strategies for first and sec-

ond language development;

reading and writing in two languages;

teaching content areas through sheltered

English;

models for teaching critical thinking; and

cooperative learning models...(which}...are

sequenced according to LEP students' level

of English proficiency.

(Calderon and Marsh, 1988. p. 139)

Additionally, evaluation data on the effective-

ness of this effort reveal that teachers' morale

improved as did their level of instruction for

LEP students.

The New York City Mcntor Teacher I nternship

Program is another example of an ongoing pro-

gram. Teachers who are not state certified and

have less than one and one-half years of teaching

experience are selected as mentees. They are

required to complete courses toward certifica-

tion and are assigned an experienced teacher to

assist them. Because urban contexts often suffer

bilingual teacher shortages, non-bilingual men-

tors must serve as bilingual resource brokers and

identifiers for novice bilingual teachers. This has

occurred in New York City, where, as a result of

the limited number of licensed bilingual teach-

ers, non-bilingual educators are being matchel

with new bilingual teachers. Non-bilingual men-

tors have provided bilingual expertise by helping

7

their mentees make connections witl. other bi-

lingual teachers in their respective buildings or

systems. Although the bilingual teachers may

not be serving officiallV as mentors, they are,

nevertheless, critical sources of expertise and

support. In addition, the mentors help novice

bilingual teachers locate appropriate bilingual

teacher preparation courses.

A final example is the San Marcos Independent

School District in Texas, where a bilingual edu-

cation model for peer coaching was developed

and designed to deliver practical staff develop-

ment opportunities to bilingual education teach -

crs. The design for this particular model includ-

ed a six-parr workshop series on peer coaching.

During the 1990-91 school vear, 40 bilingual

teachers worked in peer coaching pairs that

engaged in peer coaching cycles involving obser-

vation, feedback, coaching, and planning. Bilin-

gual education consultants and instructional

aides provided class coverage ro enable the coach-

ing pairs to work together. At the end of the year

participants reported that they felt less isolated,

found mutual support, and were able to learn

new instructional strategies.

Informal accounts of mentoring relatior ships

also exist. In a study done of four pioneering

bilingual teachers (each with 14 or more years of

experience), Lemberger (1 990) found that bilin-

gual district coordinators played the role of

mentor in bilingual education settings. Within

such settings, the bilingual district coordinator

is often a teacher leader, generally on a teacher

track, with some administrative, but no supervi-

sory responsibilities. One of the teachers in this

study expressed clearly the kind of men toring

she received from the bilingual district coordi-

nator. The teacher stated:

3
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Fue la que me enseno...como trabajar en
este pais: como hacer un plan de lección,

hasta preparar una clase de lectura. [She was

the one N...ho taught me how to work in this
country: how to do lesson plans and to
prepare a reading lesson.] (p. 230)

The district coordinator was viewed as a person

who helped with sociocultural as well as peda-

goFical concerns. Because bilingual education is

a relati% elv recent teaching categorv. many bilin-

gual teachers have had to assume positions of

leadership and innovation. In their work, they

generally have had little to rely on for support,

other than each other or the district coordinator.

It has been only since the recent advent of
teacher education reform .that in districts or,

schools with high concentrations of LEP stu-

dents, staff developers have emerged, and more

formal men toting programs addressing teacher

needs have been developed.

Both infOrmal and formal bilingual education

mentoring situations mentioned earlier depart

from the mainstream models in a variety of ways;

some reasons for this are unique to bilingual

education and urban settings. A key question is.

who is the mentor? This question is nor simply

a matter of the number of mentors who have

proficiency in more than one language, but the

nature of their expertise. It appears that many

mentors of bilingual teachers are not adequately

prepared to work with language minority stu-

dents; often, they also do not speak a language

other than English. Thus, the matching is inad-

equate; while the mentee may be bilingual, the

mentor may not. There are reasons for this.

First, die majority of bilingual teachers are in

school buildings where then is only one bilin-

gual teacher per grade level. In urbai, areas, the

bilingual
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teacher shortage exacerbates this pile-

nonienon. Second, many programs have used

state certification as a minimal criterion for

ensuring quality in the selection of mentors.

While bilingual education has been in existence

for twenty years. bilingual certification is a prod-

uct of merely the past ten years with only 29 of

the 50 states and the District of Columbia
offering either an extension or self-standing cer-

tification in this area (N1cFerren, 1988). Fur-

thermore, many large districts like Chicago and

New York City have their own local city license

requirements, often thwarting incentives for ob-

taining state certification. Consequently, many

veteran bilingual teachers who are experienced,

but who may not possess bilingual state Certifi-

cation, fail to qualify as mentors for novice
teachers and are effectively excluded from state

mentoring programs.

One of the ways some mentoring programs have

moved to circumvent the license niatch is by

using the criteria of assignment match. In effect,

a certified math teacher teaching science can

mentor a novice bilingual science teacher. In

other words, even though content and pedagogy

ought to guide the match of mentor with men-

tee, given the complexity ofsupplv and demand

for teachers, the minimal match is at the general

pedagogical level. Finally, bilingual teachers arc

often viewed as specialists whose knowledge is

associated with teaching only a certain segment

of the student population. Their knowledge is

acknowledged as needed. but not perceived as

necessarily relevant to the general knowledge

base about teaching (Torres-Guzmin. 1994).

In examining this phenomencin, Ruiz (1993)

has documented that general educational litera-

ture on school reform and effective teaching

rarely incorporates pertinent knowledge from

the field of bilingual education. Thus, the tex-



ture of the educational discussions in the regu-

lar/bilingual, mentor/mentee relationship is likely

to include more talk about teaching generically,

than about the topics of-culture, bilingualism or

second language learning (Macias, 1988).

In summary. this analysis of mentoring practices

for bilingual teachers reveals, first, that formal

mentoring programs appear to be designed with

the general student and teacher population in

mind and that mentoring the bilingual teacher is

an afterthought. Second, in regular education

mentor/bilingual men tee pairings, which is what

is most commonly found, the nature of the

mentoring dialogue is not targeted to the needs

ofthe bilingual teacher. For the novice bilingual

teacher, the regular education veteran teacher's

knowledge may be limited and the dialogue

about school change mav not give sufficient

attention to the bilingual learner's needs.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE SALIENT ISSUES IN

RELATION TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

MENTORING MODELS?

The principle of certification match is key to

understanding why some issues arc salient in the

implementation. Norwithstandi ngvariables such

as the personality and history' of the individual,

the underlying premise of the mentoring rela-

tionship is that if both mentor and mentee are

prepared to teach the same subject, at the same

level, and have knowledge of bilingual teaching,

they will have a broader corn mon content and

pedagogical understanding from which to start

the relationship. This is true for a high school

biology mentor/mentee match and it is also true

for a bilingual middle school math pair.

The importance of-content congruity between

mentors and mentees has been underscored by
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Calderon (1994) who studied twenty-five pairs

of minority/bilingual teachers in rnentoring re-

lationships. She found that teacher pairs en-

gaged in both instructionalclassroom man-

agement, teaching materials, assessmentand
personal talkrelationships with colleagues and

financial management. She also found that the

categories of instructionai talk were no different

from those, any other teacher mentor-teacher

men tee dyad might discuss. However, the kinds

of questions that characterized the talk were

directly related to bilingualism and the needs of

1.EP students. Some examples of questions dis-

cussed were: "I have LEP students, monolingual

Spanish- and monolingual English-speaking stu-

dents, how do I group them? I have two grade

level combinations and some LEP students,
whatlio.I do? When do I conduct ESL? How is

the language arts block split between first and

second language instruction? (Calderon, 1994

p. 139).

If we examine the dialogue of mentors/mentees

further, we can identify the following four crit-

ical areas:

how to think about language and instruction

(that is, on what language policy will instruc-

tional practices be based?);

how to incorporate culture in the organiza-

don of instruction (that is, who are the

students? What community/parent resourc-

es can be tapped in constructing pedagogy,

and so forth);

how to think about the interaction of- lan-

guage and cognitive development (that is,

what are the linguistic competencies of stu-

dents and how do they affect students' mea-

sured p('rfnrmance); and

how to think about education for social
just ice and transformation (that is, how do

WORN 111111iiIIAL TEACKIS



teachers contribute to the growth and devel-

opment of a particular student and the lan-

guage group they work with so that students

have an equal opportunity for participating

in this society, now and in the future?).

These four areas represent salient issues in the

field ofbilingual/bicultural education with which

all teachers must grapple. A brief review of these

issues in relation to mentoring follows.

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION

Language of instruction is a critical topic for the

bilingual teacher and ought co be part of the

mentor/mentee dialogue. What language do 1

teach in and when? How do I teach in two

languages? What students do I teach in what

language? For teachers to discover how to make

these decisions within their own circumstances

and classrooms, they need pedagogical theory

and clear language policies.

Bilingual research promotes the theory that, in

order for students to successfully undertake in-

struction in a second language, they need a
strong foundation in the native language (Cum-

mins, 1986; Hakuta and Diaz, 1985; Hakuta,

1986; Ruiz, 1993). Common wisdom in the

bilingual education field indicates that estab-

lishing a strong linguistic and academic founda-

tion in the native language while learning a

second language well enough to function aca-

demically takes from 5 to 7 years. Ramirez et al.,

(1991) in the most comprehensive large scale

government-directed study, found that students

in programs organized around the principle of

"the strong foundation" (termed late-exit pro-

grams) fared better academically, than those

enrolled in early-exit transitional and F. nglish

immersion programs. Students in late-exit pro-

grams also performed better than the national
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California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) norm ing

population. In other words, bilingual education

should bc viewed as an educational program that

takes language differences into account. The

main question driving a teacher's thinking about

language policy and classroom practices ought

to be how well students will perform academi-

cally in the long run, not how fast students test

out of the programs and arc mainstreamed.

To set up instructional practices that will foster

better academic outcomes, teachers need to com-

municate a clear native language policy to their

students. For example, Vasquez (1993) and Milk

(1993) document how the absence of a clear

native language policy at the instructional level

leads students to "subvert" their choice of lan-

guage. In other words, children tend to switch to

the perceived default languageEnglish. Vasqu-

ez and Milk indicate that students take their lead

from the adult (teacher) and rhe material used in

the classroom when making choices about the

language they speak during instruction. Even

when the teacher is clear and his/her practices are

consistent, there are many other variables to

consider: subject matter and student composi-

tion, linguistic heterogeneity, and district poli-

tics. According to Lernberger (1990), the need

for a consistent language "policy throughout

schools and districts provides teachers a founda-

tion [for classroom usage], so they do not feel

they have to create the policy individually within

their classes" (p. 315).

CULTURE AND INSTRUCTION

Culture and instruction cannot be separated.

Teachers often experience an uneasiness about

how to organize instruction. When this occurs,

various factors influence what happens: what

they have learned from their teacher education

1 u



program, their level ofexperience, and the adopt-

ed school curriculum. For example, if the teach-

er education program is based on the "view that

bicultural children do not receive enough verbal

and social stimulation in their homes" (Daarder,

1991), their conceptions of &veloping cultural

components to enrich their studenrs may be

limited to exposing them to museums, theaters,

and concerts of the mainstream culture. Equity

may therefore be interpreted as bringing bicul-

tural children "up to par" by providing them

with activities that parallel the experiences of

dominant group students. ks Nieto (1992) points

out, this type of assumption about what lan-

guage minority children need is not based on

respecting what children have to bring into the

instructional situation. This is an inadequate

treatment of culture and instruction because it

recognizes solely the limitation, not the strengths

of the youngsters and their communities.

We have significant evidence in the field of

bilingual/bicultural education that culture is an

important component in the organization of

instruction and teacher preparation (Macias,

1988) and that the relationships of self-confi-

dence, self-esteem, identity, and language are

related to achievement (Ogbu and Matuti-Bian-

chi, 1986; Suarez-Orozco, 1987; Ferdman,
1990). Matuti-Bianchi's (1980) findings from

more than a decade ago still ring true. In a study

of bilingual programs in California, she found

that the task of affirming the culture of the
students did not go beyond the presence of
cultural artifacts (e.g., pinatas, sarapes, food

fairs, and cultural displays). Culturespecific

social interactions, multicultural values, and the

like were absent. These instructional strategies

based on a "culture as artifact" perspective shape

how teachers and students coneeptualizt. culture

165-853 0 - 95 , 2

(Nieto, 1992). Key to teachers developing a

deeper understanding of how instruction itself

can be framed in more culturally relevant ways is

exposure to works such as the Hawaiian Kame-

hameha Program, the Arizona Project on Liter-

acy, and others. The important principle guid-

ing these projects is that each community,
irrespective of poverty, race, or ethnicity, has

funds of knowledge and resources (Rivera and

Zehler, 1990) that teachers can use to create

curricula and educational environments that are

inclusive of students' backgrounds and provide

students greater access to new knowledge.

Given that the transformation of the concept of

culture is undergoing perhaps one of the most

intense debates in this nation's history, it too

becomes an important element in the dialogue

of the mentor and the mentee. How does one

undertake the task of affirming diversity in the

classroom? How does a teacher become con-

scious of her/his ways of interacting socially that

are culture specific and that guide how instruc-

tion is organized? How does a teacher examine

these and how does a teacher proceed to develop

more equitable and affirming practices within

the classroom?

LANGUAGE AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Teachers are often faced with having to group

children for instruction and grade their perfor-

mance. While most school districts have insti-

tuted systematic language assessment procedures,

much of the information gathered is difficult to

interpret (Baker, 1993) and becomes of little use

to teachers. Other factors that must be consid-

ered when conducting or developing language

assessments include first language development

and its relationship to second language achien

ment (Hakuta and Diaz, 1985), and linguistic

11
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variations in the first language that are related to

cultural and regional differ.mces (Torres-
Guzmán, 1990). In addition, assessment instru-

ments written in English cannot simply be trans-

lated into other languages to serve populations

who speak those languages. Such translations

and adaptations require "maintaining the origi-

nal version of the system while taking into
consideration the integrity of an entirely new

code" (Torres-Guzmin, 1990, p. 149).

As a consequence of the issues outlined above,

teachers, including bilingual educators, are guilty

of using inadequate assessment instruments

(Carrasco, 1981) and of making incorrect assess-

ments about bilingual students' competence.

Despite an awareness that assessments "must be

sensitively crafted to accommodate diverse forms

ofauthentic communication and that they should

assess only what students have had a fair oppor-

tunity to learn" (Bass, 1993, p. 32), assessment

efforts in many states fail to address the needs of

linguistically and culturally different students

(De Avila, Navarrete, Martinez, and Kamm,

1994). Instead, teachers often misinterpret sec-

ond language learning issues as problems with

intelligence (Hakuta and Diaz, 1985) and fail to

include the voices of bilingual teachers, students

and parents in the assessment process.

TRANSFORMATION

Finally, there is the issue of transformation and

power relationships. Bilingual education is in-

creasingly becoming a program for both main-

stream and language ethnic groups, but it has

traditionally been conceived as a program for an

entitled language minority student population

that has suffered discrimination. Bilingual edu-

cation holds the promise that marginalized lin-

guistic minorities will feel empowered to panic-

WHOM I CHIMN

ipate fully as citizens in American society. Thus,

the work of the bilingual educator is inherently

political; he/she is implicitly charged with giving

voice to students who often remain unheard.

Achieving social justice and liberation tacitly

undergirds the practice of bilingual education.

However, for teachers to help language minority

students engage in the empowerment process,

they must feel empowered themselves. In a study

of preservice bilingual teachers' reflections of

their teacher education programs, Ada (1986)

found that respondents expressed feelings of

isolation, powerlessness, and uncertainty regard-

ing their cultural identity. This was, in part, a

consequence of scant attention paid by their

teacher education program to their linguistic

and cultural experiences. Respondents argued

that teacher education programs should encour-

age peer-to-peer support in order to enable them

to break their isolation and build their sense of

self. According to Ada (1986), the firsthand

experiences of bilingual teachers who are them-

selves members of linguistic minority groups

place them in the position of being able to
understand the sociopolitical realities of the

students in their classrooms.

A review of the salient issues in bilingual/bicul-

tural education raises several other questions

about mentoring: How can we, given the cur-

rent critical shortages of bilingual teachers, use

the notion of mutual support of teachers and

learn from the existing mentoring structures to

help new bilingual teachers entering the field?

How should we engage bilingual teachers in

transforming instructional practices and school

policies so that language minority students are

not simply prepared for today's world, but are

empowered to participate in creating the future?

What do we know about the craft of teaching in



bilingual settings? What dimensions of the dia-

logue need to change so that bilingual teachers

can help to shape schools of the future that

include the bilingual student population? And

finally, how should traditional men coring mod-

els change in order to meet these needs?

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES?

While pre-college student demographics tend

toward greater diversity, the teacher population

is. increasingly white (American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education, 1994; Good-

win, 1991). The minority undergraduate stu-

dent population does not offer much hope of

changing: there are proportionately fewer un-

dergraduates of color in the pipeline than there

were a decade ago. Even with aggressive recruit-

ment and reparation strategies, the teacher of

language minorities is likely to continue to be an

individual who has not had experiences similar

to those of his/her students. At most, one can

hope that teacher education programs will begin

to prepare prospective mainstream teachers to

work with the linguistically diverse populations

living in large urban centers. The quality of that

preparation, realistically, is likely to be question-

able For some time to come. Therefore, mentor-

ing programs become especially significant in

terms of the recruitment and retention of bilin-

gual teachers.

Over the last two decades, we have witnessed

many paths taken by teachers in becoming

bilingual teachers. Initially, teachers who

spoke another language or English-speaki.ig

teachers who completed 150 hours of study in

another language could qualify to teach in

bilingual classrooms. 'Io fill shortages, native

speakers were also recruited from countries

where particular languages are spoken (e.g.,

Latin and Central America or Asia) (Fix and

Zimmerman, 1993; World Daily, 1987). Many

of these teachers were not prepared for either

the adaptation process or the demands of the

urban classrooms in which they were placed.

Many came into these classrooms with elitist

and classist attitudes about the non-English-

speaking populations within the United States

and thus exacerbated the cultural dissonance

experienced by the students.

During the last decade, bilingual education cer-

tification programs have changed the ni .e of

bilingual teacher preparation; however, these

programs are presently being influenced by the

changes in teacher education nationwide. As a

result, the certification process now encompass-

es five or more years. As such, the number of

certified teachers graduating from cohesive teach-

er education programs focusing on the language

minority student is not large. Ironically, not all

bilingual teachers currently in service arc neces-

sarily the most knowledgeable or innovative.

Many went through bilingual/bicultural teacher

education programs that were based on tradi-

tional philosophies. Many need to refine their

understanding of what learning means for a

bilingual child and how to develop effective

teaching strategies. In fact, we find that some of

the better prepared bilingual teachers are found

among the newly graduated who have gone

through more systematic, cohesive, theoretically

grounded, and reflective teacher education pro-

grams. Naturally, the latter are quite new to the

task of teaching.

Nonetheless, amongst both experienced bilin-

gual teachers and new bilingual teachers, there

are excellent models. However, the fact that

bilingual teacher role models are not limited to

13
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veteran teachers makes it necessary to develop

additional criteria for selecting bilingual mentor

teachers. Helping relationships established be-

tween the more experienced and the novice, or

the formally prepared and the "experientially

prepared" teacher need to be conceptualized

within an interactive paradigm whereby the

strengths both members of the mentoring dyad

bring to the relationship are viewed as valuable.

Mentoring based on this kind of interactive

model allows the veteran or inservice teacher's

knowledge ofpractice to be conceptually ground-

ed in the beginning teacher's knowledge of new

research and theoretically based models ofteach-

ing. Even if one or the other in the pair exhibits

knowledge gaps about special and specific topics

(e.g., secon.d language learning, native language

instruction, and so on), the model ensures that

both teachers arc in the position to simulta-

neously learn and instruct.

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE

NATIONAL EDUCATION REFORM MOVEMENT?

Putting aside, for a moment, the idea of a new

interactive men toting model for urban bilingual

teachers, an issue of even larger significance still

remains to be confrontedthe role of thc teach-

er of the future. Goa& 2000, for example, articu-

lates standards of achievement and performance

for the nation's students, including readiness for

school, high graduation rates, subject matter

competency, science and math achievement,

universal literacy, and schools as safe learning

environments. The language of these goals refers

to student readiness and outcomes, but says little

about how schools and teachers should be ready

for the students. Absent also are equity consid-

erm ions that take into account theimique needs

and experiences of language minority children

(Torres-GuzmAn, 1994). Yet, the issues ofdiver-

I MO

sky in language and culture are ever present in

the affective as well as in the cognitive aspects of

teaching. Both aspects underscore the underly-

ing role of the teacher as communicator (with a

focus on message as well as form) and facilitator

(from the perspective of creating a road map for

students to journey into the new century). Thus,

any program for veteran and novice teachers

must deliberate issues of equity for language

minorities as they prepare to move all students

toward the future.

The issue of mentoring for bilingual teachers

takes on additional meaning if equity is to be in

our future. As advocates for language minority

students, bilingual teachers can be instrumental

in ensuring that this fast growing population not

only contributes to society but exerts an impact

on how society defines itself now and in the

future. Therefore, the recommended interactive

model is a way to structure mentoring for bilin-

gual teachers so that novices and veterans can

engage in mutually supportive relationships.

They must be able to simultaneously give and

receive the support they need to sustain their

commitment and revitalize their practice. How-

ever, we also suggest that the interactive model

be expanded to include non-bilingual teachers.

This would allow bilingual teachers to serve as

mentors to colleagu::s who may not be prepared

to be, but undoubtedly will be, responsible for

students who speak languages other than En-

glish. In this way, the wisdom and experiences of

bilingual teachers as well as their distinctive

perspectives about the needs of bilingual/bicul-

tural students can enrich the practices of all

teachers. By building bridges between teachers

so that they see themselves as responsible for all

students, we can achieve national standards that

every student can meet.

1 4
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Mentoring Bilingual Teachers

Mentoring novice teachers is an important strat-

egy for training bilingual/bicultural education
teachers because it has proven useful in curtail-

ing the number of teachers who leave the teach-

ing profession during the induction period of
their careers. The support a beginning teacher
gets from an experienced teacher helps her/him

feel confident and competent. Teachers pre-
pared to work with the language minority popu-

lation, who feel confident and competent to do

so, are the most scarce among all teacher groups.

Mentoring Bilingual Teachers, by M. E. Torres-

Guzman and L. A. Goodwin, provides a defini-

tion of mentoring, reviews the literature on
mentoring and bilingual/bicultural education,
and identifies salient issues regarding mentoring

implementation and alternatives. Last, there is a

discussion of the importance of preparing teach-

ers who will (a) help language minority students

become partners in shaping the future, and (b)

create partnerships with non-bilingual teachers

to support this process.
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